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Abstract Smart antenna array technology
has been shown to greatly improve the perfor-
mance of wireless communication systems. In this
article, we describe the impact of smart antenna
array processing at the mobile terminal for Wide-
band Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)
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cellular networks. Using system simulations we
demonstrate the quality of service, network cover-
age, and network capacity improvement provided
by a WCDMA dual antenna receiver and we estab-
lish a relationship between this improvement and
the link level performance. We then describe a
receiver architecture for a dual antenna WCDMA
mobile receiver. The proposed receiver was
implemented, as part of a complete mobile terminal
solution, in an ASIC using a 0.18 µm, 1.8 V CMOS
technology. The ASIC was integrated with RF, ana-
log and digital components in a PCMCIA card
form factor. The PCMCIA is a 3GPP compliant
user equipment and has been submitted to stan-
dardized performance and conformance tests.
Experimental measurements gathered with the
PCMCIA card illustrate the impact of a diversity
enabled mobile data terminal on the link level per-
formance. For various propagation environments
and transmission data rates, improvements in the
range of 2.7 – 10 dB in the required DPCH Ic/Ior
for a 1% Block Error Rate (BLER) were ob-
served. These measurements are within 1.4 dB of
the ideal link level simulations which indicates that
the predicted improvement at the network level
should also materialize. The results presented in
this paper show the tremendous potential of smart
antenna arrays in 3G WCDMA cellular networks
and establish diversity as a viable solution for high-
speed cellular communications.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, several wireless systems have
emerged as viable alternatives to traditional wired
networks [10]. For example, wireless local area net-
work (WLAN) technologies are commonly used
instead of Ethernet to connect computers to the
backbone network. Cellular technologies such as
2.5G and 3G networks [7] are now offering wire-
less coverage of large areas for both voice and
data-based services such as e-mail, web browsing,
video conferencing, etc. These services were previ-
ously only available to the mobile user by connect-
ing his personal computer to a wired access point.
Users of these wireless systems expect a Quality-
of-Service (QoS) comparable to the one offered by
conventional wired networks. However, the nature
of the wireless environment offers a tremendous
challenge to the system designers to meet the user
requirements due to impairments such as fading
and multipath propagation which make it difficult
to deliver the desired QoS in the entire service
area. Smart antenna processing is an effective tool
in the wireless system designers’ arsenal to help
guarantee the required QoS reliably throughout
the coverage area.

The impact of antenna processing on narrow-
band systems is well understood and documented
in textbooks [11,12]. The potential of smart
antenna processing for indoor wireless networks
has also been confirmed through field measure-
ments [4]. In outdoor wideband systems, such as
3G cellular networks using the Wideband Code
Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) technology,
maximum performance is gained with the proper
marriage of time domain processing with smart
antenna processing. Various space–time algorithms
have been proposed for WCDMA mobile termi-
nals [2,8,13] and link and network level simula-
tions have demonstrated the ability of diversity
enabled receiver to significantly improve the per-
formance of WCDMA systems [9,14].

In this paper, we present network coverage and
capacity simulations which illustrates the tremen-
dous impact of diversity processing in WCDMA
networks. Results from extensive link level sim-
ulations are also given to confirm the potential
of the proposed receiver for different propagation
environments and transmission data rates. We also
demonstrate the close ties between the link level
and network level diversity improvements. After
exploring and comparing candidate implementa-
tion of space–time processing for WCDMA receiv-
ers, a dual antenna receiver, which was fabricated
in silicon (0.18 µm CMOS technology) as part of
a complete system on a chip (SoC) mobile ter-
minal, is described. A PCMCIA card implement-
ing a WCDMA user equipment (UE) solution was
designed around the dual antenna receiver. The
card was used to collect experimental measure-
ments that confirm the performance improvement
provided by diversity receivers in WCDMA net-
works. In a departure from traditional analytical
and simulation approaches, which make certain
simplifying assumptions about the RF subsystem,
implementation issues, or the noise environment,
the experimental data presented here are derived
from an actual prototype system that transmits
over the air and closely matches the diversity im-
pact observed in simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explores through simulations the benefits to
WCDMA networks provided by diversity enabled
mobile terminals. In Sect. 3, we present potential
space–time architectures and describe the proposed
dual antenna WCDMA receiver. The PCMCIA
card is described in Sect. 4 and the measured data
collected with the card is presented in Sect. 5 and
compared with the simulation results. The paper is
finally concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Diversity benefits for WCDMA

In typical indoor and urban outdoor environments,
the signal strength displays large fluctuations over
short distances on the order of a few wavelengths.
These signal fades usually follow a Rayleigh distri-
bution and are caused by the multiple reflections
from the scatterers surrounding the receiver. In
such an environment, two antennas separated by at
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least a half a wavelength receive uncorrelated sig-
nals. For example, one antenna might experience a
deep null while the other antenna receives a strong
signal. Algorithms using diversity techniques ex-
ploit the random nature of the propagated signal
and the independence between the received signals
to improve both the average power of the effective
waveform as well as reduce its variance. The impact
of smart antenna processing in WCDMA cellular
networks is explained and illustrated in this section
through system simulations. All the simulations
presented in Sect. 2 and 3 are implemented at the
chip level and assume an ideal WCDMA compliant
receiver with perfect channel estimation in order
to specifically illustrate the improvement provided
by diversity. For the network simulations, we used
a Matlab (http://www.mathworks.com) based sim-
ulator that we developed, while the link-level sim-
ulations were done using a custom C++ simulator.
The frequency selective fading channel parame-
ters and the data connection settings are selected
according to the 3GPP specifications [1].

2.1 Quality of service and network coverage

Smart antenna array receivers offer multiple ben-
efits to a WCDMA cellular network. First, for the
same transmit power at the base station a user with
a smart antenna array experiences an improved
link quality (the link quality improvement is quan-
tified in Sect. 2.3). This translates into a better QoS,
that is a lower Block Error Rate (BLER) for a fixed
data rate or inversely a higher data rate for a fixed
BLER. Consequently the coverage area of receiv-
ers using smart antenna array is expanded as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The figure shows the covered area
as a function of the data rate for a single antenna
receiver and for a two antenna receiver using diver-
sity techniques. We assumed a fixed transmit power
of 0 dBm per user, a log-distance path loss model
with a path loss of 100 dB at reference distance of
1 km and a path loss exponent n = 3, an AWGN
noise level of −107 dBm, and flat Rayleigh fading.
In the case of the two antenna diversity receivers,
we assumed independent Rayleigh fading at each
antenna with maximum ratio combining (MRC).
The data rate was varied from 12.2 to 384 Kbps
and for each data rate the coverage radius was
increased until 1% of the users uniformly distrib-

uted in the coverage area could not support the
data connection with a BLER of at least 1%. The
cell was dimensioned to support a 12.2 Kbps con-
nection for 99% of the single antenna users and
corresponds to a radius of 2,200 m.

For the single antenna receiver case, the max-
imum data rate of 384 Kbps is only supported in
10% of the cell area and the supported data rates
decrease sharply when the user moves farther from
the base station. On the other hand, the smart ant-
enna array receiver supports the maximum data
rate in slightly more than half of the cell area (a 5×
improvement). At the cell edge, the two antenna
receiver provides a 144 Kbps connection while the
single antenna receiver only supports a 12.2 Kbps
rate. Also note that if all users where using a dual
antenna smart antenna receiver, the cell area could
then be expanded by 415% if the network oper-
ator only wants to reliably offer 12.2 Kbps data
services at the cell edge. Additional simulations
have shown that for more realistic system mod-
els (including shadowing, in-building penetration,
multipath propagation, and inter-cell interference)
similar conclusions on the benefits of diversity for
WCDMA could be drawn.

One of the main design issues when dealing with
multiple antenna mobile receivers is the fact that
it requires extra RF chains and increased com-
putational complexity, both consuming additional
power, however, due to the increased bandwidth
the actual energy drawn from the battery is red-
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uced for data applications. This simply follows from
the fact that higher data rates can be supported
and thus the download time is dramatically dec-
reased. Given that consumed energy is the prod-
uct of power times the length of time that it is
drawn, the overall energy consumption of a diver-
sity enabled node is far superior to that of a
single antenna node. For example, let assume that
a single antenna terminal is at the cell edge where
only a 12.2 Kbps connection is supported and the
user wants to download a 1 Mbits file. Using the
PCMCIA card describe in Sect. 4, we measured a
power consumption of 664 mW for this configura-
tion. Therefore, 55.7 J are consumed to download
the file. On the other hand, a dual antenna re-
ceiver could use a 144 Kbps connection for which
a power consumption of 1,015 mW was measured.
Neglecting the relatively low-idle mode power con-
sumption, 7.2 J are now required which represents
a dramatic 87% reduction in energy consumption.

2.2 Network capacity

In a WCDMA network, due to power control algo-
rithms, the power assigned to a user by a base sta-
tion decreases when the mobile uses diversity tech-
niques. For the same total transmit power at the
base station, additional power is now available and
can be assigned to new users. The overall system
capacity is therefore improved. Fig. 2 illustrates
this concept by showing the impact of high-speed
144 Kbps data users on the cell capacity. For this
simulation it was assumed that only data users can
use diversity enabled receivers and 12.2 Kbps voice
terminals are utilizing conventional single antenna
RAKE receivers. The simulations were realized for
the 3GGP case 2 channel profile [1] with a received
average signal to noise ratio per chip of 6 dB. The
number of 144 Kbps data terminals was fixed and
their power share was increased until they can all
offer a BLER below 1%. The remaining power
from the base station was then allocated to the
voice users. The number of voice users was then
increased until they could not offer a BLER below
1%. The results given in Fig. 2 compare the number
of single antenna voice users that can be supported
in the network as a function of the number of data
terminal for the cases where data terminals use
a conventional single antenna RAKE receiver or
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data terminals uses a diversity enabled RAKE re-
ceiver. For example, if four conventional data ter-
minals are present in the network, only four voice
users can still be supported. On the other hand,
if the four data terminals use smart antenna array
technology, 12 voice users are allowed in the cell.
This illustrates the potential dramatic impact of
smart antenna processing algorithms on the capac-
ity of 3G networks.

2.3 Link level

Extensive link level simulations of a downlink
WCDMA transmission have been conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed dual
antenna WCDMA mobile terminal for different
channel conditions and transport channels
configurations. Fig. 3 shows the BLER as a func-
tion of the DPCH Ic/Ior (ratio of power allocated
to the dedicated data channel to the total power
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Table 1 Simulated system performance for 1% BLER

3GPP channel case [1] Data rate (Kbps) SNR (dB) DPCH relative power (dB) Gain (dB)

1 Antenna 2 Antennas

1 12.2 9 −18 −23.4 5.4
64 9 −13 −18.2 5.2
144 9 −9.8 −15.1 5.3
384 9 −4.5 −9.5 5.0

2 12.2 −3 −10.4 −15.9 5.5
64 −3 −5.5 −11 5.5
384 6 −5.2 −8.8 3.6

3 12.2 −3 −14.8 −18.3 3.5
384 6 −7.3 −9.8 2.5

Flat fading at 3 Km/h 12.2 9 −12.6 −23 10.4
384 12 −2.8 −11.3 8.5

transmitted from the base station) for a 12.2 Kbps
connection over a time-varying frequency selective
fading channel and corresponds to the 3GPP test
No. 5 for demodulation of DCH in multipath fad-
ing propagation conditions [1]. The channel con-
sists of three equal strength Rayleigh fading multi-
paths at 0 ns, 976 ns, and 20 µs (3GPP channel case
No. 2), a mobile speed of 3 Km/h, and a chip level
received signal to noise ratio (Îor/Ioc) of −3 dB. Ta-
ble 1 provides simulation results of the system for
several other environments and configurations.

The link level simulation results provide a direct
insight into the QoS improvement experienced by
a user. That is, for a fixed DPCH Ic/Ior power allo-
cation the BLER is improved at a fixed data rate
by using a dual antenna receiver. On the other
hand, if the BLER is kept the same, a higher data
rate can now be supported. For example, for test
No. 5 (see Fig. 3), for a DPCH Ic/Ior of −14 dB,
the BLER is improved from 10 to 0.1%. If we now
examine the results in Table 1, for 3GPP channel
case No. 2 (second row in multipath profile) and
a Îor/Ioc of −3 dB, a DPCH Ic/Ior of −10.4 dB is
required to provide a BLER of 1% with a single
antenna receiver for a 12.2 Kbps connection. For
the same channel conditions and same transmit
power, a 64 Kbps connection can now be supported
with a dual antenna receiver with a BLER slightly
below 1% (requires −11 dB Ic/Ior).

The link level performance is also directly rel-
ated to the network coverage and capacity. For
example, for the conditions as in test No. 5, a dual

antenna receiver would allow a base station to
reduce by 5.5 dB the power allocated to its ded-
icated data channel compared to a single antenna
receiver (see Fig. 3). The base station will thus be
able to support more users, as was illustrated in
Sect. 2.2. Alternatively, for a same power alloca-
tion to the dedicated data channel, a dual antenna
receiver would be able to tolerate a received signal
power level 5.5 dB lower and therefore the con-
nection range will be extended, as was shown in
Sect. 2.1.

In order to experimentally measure the network
coverage and capacity, extensive field measure-
ments with several terminals are required. Fortu-
nately, since they are directly dependent on the link
level performance, laboratory measurement with a
single mobile terminal can be used instead to con-
firm the network coverage and capacity improve-
ment provided by diversity. This approach will be
used in Sect. 5 by comparing the link level simula-
tions results with the experimental measurements.

3 Smart antenna receiver for WCDMA

3.1 Space–time algorithms

For WCDMA broadband wireless communications,
the demodulated SNR can be improved through
the joint use of spatial and temporal processing
techniques. However, we have to be careful in the
architecture design of the WCDMA space–time
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system in order to exploit the space and time diver-
sity, mitigate the inter-symbol interference (ISI),
and minimize the implementation complexity.
Three types of architecture can be used to com-
bine space and time processing.

In the first architecture the signal from each
antenna are first combined with the goal of max-
imizing the signal SNR at its output. Note that
this signal contains ISI which is then removed by
the time processing algorithm. This type of archi-
tecture works well in systems where most of the
energy is concentrated around one multipath (i.e.,
the channel has a small rms delay spread). This is
due to the fact that the optimal spatial combiner
for the first multipath may not necessarily be opti-
mal for the second multipath. Therefore, if the en-
ergy is spread in time, the compromise that must
be obtained greatly reduces the improvement that
could be provided by the antenna combining. Al-
though an architecture using antenna combining
followed by time processing offers a low-complex-
ity implementation, it is only suitable for indoor
systems.

In the second architecture, the signal received
on each antenna is first processed through a tem-
poral algorithm. The ISI free signals from each
antenna are then combined through a spatial algo-
rithm. This architecture is more complex than the
first space–time architecture since it requires a time
processing architecture for each antenna branch.
However, it performs much better because it has
access to the complete diversity information in the
time and space domain. This architecture is there-
fore more suited for WCDMA outdoor environ-
ments.

Finally, the joint space–time processing archi-
tecture simultaneously removes ISI and combines
the signals received on the multiple receive anten-
nas. This can be achieved for example through
a maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm or min-
imum mean squared error (MMSE) estimation.
The performance for this approach is better than
the second architecture in the presence of col-
ored interference. The joint space–time processing
architecture is thus appropriate for cellular envi-
ronments. On the other hand, this architecture is
slightly more complex. For example, the weight
computation is more intensive or the number of
states in the ML algorithm is larger. However, note
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that for an MMSE receiver, the number of RAKE
fingers and multiply add operation required for
combining are the same for the second and third
architectures.

Figure 4 compares the performance of a dual
antenna WCDMA receiver using the second and
third space–time architectures. For the second ap-
proach, an MRC algorithm is used to combine the
multipaths from each antenna and the combined
output from each antenna. For the joint space–
time architecture, a least mean square (LMS) adap-
tive algorithm is used to approximate the MMSE
optimal solution. The simulation assumes 60 users
with a spreading factor of 128 and with equally
distributed power (i.e., DPCH Ic/Ior of −17.8 dB).
The Îor/Ioc was set to 6 dB with AWGN noise. The
channel conditions were fixed and the channel pro-
file for the 3GPP standardized channel model num-
ber 3 was used [1]. For this channel a four finger
RAKE receiver is used for each received antenna.
The slicer SNR cumulative density function (CDF)
obtained for 100 independent realizations of the
channel is plotted in the figure. It can be easily ob-
served from these results that for this channel, a
receiver using joint space–time processing archi-
tecture offers an improvement of ≈1.5 dB over
a receiver using the second architecture. Further-
more, for these simulations, the inter-cell interfer-
ence was modeled as white noise, whereas in a real
system the inter-cell interference is colored. Under
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these conditions, the joint space–time architecture
improvement would be more significant.

3.2 Receiver architecture

The WCDMA receiver was designed as a two an-
tenna joint space–time RAKE receiver to
maximize the system performance. Note that dual
antenna processing was also used to improve the
performance of other algorithms such as multipath
searching and cell synchronization. The block dia-
gram of the receiver datapath is shown in Fig. 5.
The RF signal from each antenna is first down-
converted to baseband and the I and Q rails are
sampled and fed to the baseband receiver. The
complex signal from each antenna is first filtered
using the chip matched filter. The frequency error
between the mobile and base station is digitally
corrected using a common frequency detection
unit. The signal from each antenna is then over-
sampled to the sampling rate required for timing
tracking in the correlators. The interpolators also
provide support to correct the sampling rate offset
between the mobile and base station. The over-
sampled signal from each antenna is presented
to a flexible bank of correlators which can pro-
vide 20 independent RAKE fingers. A RAKE fin-
ger is assigned to each significant multipath on
each antenna as detected by the multipath searcher
unit. Note that the searcher scans each antenna
independently and therefore the RAKE fingers
are assigned on a per antenna basis. Each RAKE

finger provides the following functionalities: local
generation of de-scrambling and de-spreading
sequences, timing phase recovery, data correlation,
and pilot correlation. After an appropriate delay
such that all multipaths from both antennas are
time aligned, the pilot, and data correlation values
are presented to the space–time combiner. Using
the information extracted from the pilot correla-
tion values, the space–time combiner weights and
combines the data correlation values to produce
the soft-decisions. The space–time combiner can
compute the weights using the MRC or the LMS
algorithm.

4 PCMCIA implementation

The dual antenna Rake receiver was implemented
in an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
in a 0.18 µm, 1.8 V CMOS technology [3,5]. The
ASIC integrates all the digital functionalities req-
uired to realize a WCDMA compliant UE. It inc-
ludes a complete baseband dual antenna receiver, a
transmitter, coding and decoding functions, micro-
controllers to implement the radio access proto-
cols (physical layer, RLC, MAC, RRC,. . .), and
external interfaces to communicate with the appli-
cation layer. The ASIC was then integrated on a
PCMCIA card to build a WCDMA UE solution.
Figure 6 presents a photograph of the dual antenna
PCMCIA card.

The top-level block diagram of the PCMCIA
card RF and analog sections is given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 WCDMA dual
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Fig. 6 Photograph of PCMCIA card

The RF and analog sections were designed with
commercially available components. In particular,
RFMD (http://www.rfd.com) chip sets were used
for the up and down conversion chains and Maxim
(http://www.maxim-ic.com) ADC’s and DAC were
used. A custom made dual inverted F antenna

designed by Tecom (http://www.tecom-ind.com)
was selected for the antenna subsystem. The RF
section is controlled and monitored using general
purpose input/output pins from the micro-control-
ler and through an SPI communication bus. The
PCMCIA card also includes digital components
such as FLASH memory, EEPROM, SDRAM,
USIM interface, and cardbus interface to provide
a complete UE solution.

Ten PCMCIA cards were fabricated and submit-
ted to extensive testing which confirm that their
transmitter and receiver characteristics meet the
3GPP requirements (Sects. 6 and 7 in Ref. [1]).
For example, a transmitter error vector magnitude
(EVM) in the range of 12 – 14% was observed
(3GPP EVM requirement is 17.5%) and the DPCH
sensitivity level (in single antenna receiver mode)
was in the range of −107 dBm to −110 dBm (requi-
rement of −106.7 dBm). This last observation sug-
gests that the DPCH sensitivity level with the dual
antenna receiver will improve more than the theo-
retical 3 dB in AWGN due to component diversity
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since each receiver chain has a different DPCH
sensitivity level. Finally, the PCMCIA card was
submitted to various conformance tests with com-
mercial test equipments and base stations from
OEM vendors and was successful in establishing
data links up to 384 Kbps.

5 Measurements

To measure and validate the WCDMA receiver
demodulation performance under realistic wire-
less conditions in the lab, a test setup illustrated in
Fig. 8 was built. In this setup, a standard compliant
WCDMA signal is generated, upconverted to RF
and passed to a channel emulator. The PROPSim+
channel simulator from Elektrobit (http://www.
electrobit.com) is programmed through a PC inter-
face to generate various multipath profiles, mob-
ile speed, and noise levels. In particular all 3GPP
channel test cases for a dual antenna receiver can
be simulated. The channel simulator generates two
independently fading parallel channels (correla-
tion between the channels can also be introduced).
The signals at the output of the emulated channel
are then presented at RF to the PCMCIA card.

Figure 9 shows an example of a result obtained
using the test platform. The figure compares the
performance of a conventional single antenna rec-

eiver with the two antenna array RAKE receiver
for the 3GPP case 2 channel [1]. We can observe
that in this large rms delay spread environment,
the space–time receiver requires 6.7 dB less trans-
mit power than a conventional receiver to achieve
a 1% BLER after decoding.

Table 2 summarizes the experimental tests re-
sults at 1% BLER for selected channel conditions
and transmission data rates. By comparing with the
simulation results presented in Table 1 for an ideal
system, a real receiver, including imperfect RF
components, quantization noise, tracking loops, and
channel estimation, suffers less than 2 dB in DPCH
Ic/Ior degradation. It should also be noted that the
performance of the receiver in the reference sin-
gle antenna mode meet the 3GPP requirements
with at least a 1 dB margin. Furthermore, and most
importantly, the measured link level performance
gain provided by dual antenna diversity processing
is within 1.4 dB of the ideal simulations. From the
arguments presented in Sect. 2.3, we can therefore
induce that these measurements confirm the ex-
pected WCDMA network capacity and coverage
improvements provided by diversity.

Another important propagation scenario in
cellular networks is the birth and death channel
where one or more multipaths with a large frac-
tion of the total received power suddenly disap-
pear and re-appear at a new offset due to shadow

Fig. 8 Measurement
setup
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Table 2 Measured system performance for 1% BLER

3GPP channel case [1] Data rate (Kbps) SNR (dB) DPCH relative power (dB) Measured
gain (dB)

Simulated
gain (dB)

1 Antenna 2 Antennas

AWGN 12.2 −1 −17.8 −20.5 2.7 3
384 −1 −6.7 −9.4 2.7 3

1 12.2 9 −15.9 −21.6 5.7 5.4
2 12.2 −3 −8.7 −15.5 6.7 5.5
3 12.2 9 −15 −17.8 2.8 3.5
Flat fading at 3 Km/h 12.2 9 −12 −21 9 10.4

384 9 −4 −14 10 N/A
Flat fading at 120 Km/h 12.2 −3 −11.6 −17 5.4 N/A
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Fig. 9 Measured BLER for a 12.2 Kbps connection in
multipath fading

fading and corner effects. We used the availabil-
ity of signals from two antennas to design a novel
dual-antenna multipath searcher documented in
Ref. [6]. Figure 10 illustrates the measured perfor-
mance of the system for this type of channel with
independent birth and death processes for each
antenna. The results again demonstrate the tre-
mendous advantage of dual antenna diversity pro-
cessing at the mobile terminal in WCDMA cellular
networks.

6 Conclusion

The advantages of a smart antenna receiver for
WCDMA cellular networks were first illustrated
through system simulations and a dual antenna
receiver architecture was described. The receiver
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Fig. 10 Measured BLER for a 12.2 Kbps connection in
birth-and-death channel

was implemented in an ASIC and integrated in
a PCMCIA card to provide a complete UE solu-
tion. The experimental data obtained with the card
was in concordance with the simulation results and
demonstrate the tremendous potential of smart
antenna arrays to improve the performance of
WCDMA systems. Preliminary field trials have also
been performed and have shown promising perfor-
mance improvement. Formal field trials still need
to be conducted to fully evaluate the performance
of a smart antenna array RAKE receiver in 3G
networks.
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